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Abstract
High yield nano-titania was synthesized by a one-step solvothermal process. The catalyst was
characterized by XRD, FTIR, UV-VIS-NIR, and SEM analysis. The phase structure and
morphology of the as-prepared nano-titania were confirmed by XRD and SEM analysis. The
FTIR and optical absorption studies confirmed the structure of nano-titania. Scanning
electron microscopic observations revealed that the morphology of nano-titania with anatase
structure. The photocatalytic activity of the catalyst is explored in the degradation of
methylene blue dye. The present catalyst shows effective degradation of methylene blue
under solar radiation. An attempt for the bulk degradation of methylene blue dye is also
carried out.
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Introduction
Rising environmental issues like water pollution by industrial wastes mainly organic dyes
should be treated before it reaches water sources.1-3 Because it will pollute the freshwater
sources and there is a lack of freshwater sources in the world.4-5 In water treatment,
photocatalysts can be employed efficiently to complete the mineralization of organic
pollutants.6-9 Although zinc oxide and cadmium sulfides are used in photocatalysis, titanium
dioxide is quite good among all photocatalysts.10-11 In general, anatase TiO2 is more active in
photocatalytic degradation than rutile TiO2 because of the thermodynamic stability of the
rutile phase.12-15 One-dimensional nanostructured materials including nanotubes, nanorods,
and nanowires have attracted considerable attention because of their unique electronic and
optical properties and their potential applications in modern technology. It has been found
that the properties of these nanoparticles strongly depend on their size and shape. Hence it is
crucial to control their size and the overall morphology to make use of them in suitable
applications.16-18 TiO2 is an n-type semiconductor that is chemically stable as well as stable
towards photo-oxidation. It is non-toxic and relatively easy and cheap to produce. Therefore,
it has been functional in many applications such as solar cells, gas sensors, electrochemical
capacitors, rechargeable lithium batteries, catalysis, and photocatalysis, etc.19-24
TiO2 nanotubes have been synthesized by various techniques such as chemical vapor
deposition, thermal evaporation, and hydrothermal method.25 The first hydrothermal route
was discovered by Kasuga for the synthesis of titanate nanotubes.19-20 Weng et al suggested
increasing the hydrothermal duration the length of the nanotubes increases if the treatment
duration exceeded 24 hours.26 Yuan and coworkers also reported that the formation of TiO2
nanotubes and nanoribbons are affected only by the treatment temperature.27-28 In this study,
nano-titania was prepared via a solvothermal process in a 10 M NaOH solution at 170o C for
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12 hours followed by washing with HCl solution and distilled water. The as-prepared nanotitania were characterized by XRD, FTIR, UV–Vis-NIR, and SEM analysis. The
photocatalytic activity of the nano-titania is explored in the degradation of methylene blue
(MB) dye. An approach for effective bulk degradation of MB dye is also discussed.
2. Experimental
2.1 Sample preparation
The nano-titania was prepared using a chemical process explained below. Exactly 1g of
commercial TiO2 nanopowder was added to 100 mL of 10 M NaOH solution. The mixture
was stirred for 30 minutes in a beaker. It was then transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless
steel autoclave of 100 ml capacity till about 90% of the total volume, heated at 170 0 C up to
12 hours. The autoclave was cooled to room temperature, and the sample was filtered and
washed with distilled water. After that, acid washing was done with 0.1 N HCl for 6 hours.
Then it was washed several times with water till the pH value reached 7 and the sample was
dried at 800 C for 9 hours.
2.2 Characterizations
The crystal structure and morphology of the as-prepared nano-titania were characterized by
XRD, FTIR, UV-VIS-NIR, and SEM analysis. The PXRD was carried out using a
PANalytical Empyrean powder XRD diffractometer with Cu Kα as the source. FTIR analysis
was carried out in the Perkin Elmer Infrared L 1600300 Spectrum Two LI Ta instrument in
the range of 4000 – 400 cm-1. The optical reflectance spectrum of the product was done in a
Shimadzu UV – 1800 double-beam spectrometer supported by Shimadzu UV probe software,
and version 2.52 was used. The SEM images were taken with a scanning electron microscope
EVO 18, Germany Carl Zeiss Corporation.
2.3 Photocatalytic activity
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The photocatalytic activity of the nano-titania is studied in a photocatalytic reactor with a
1000 W halogen lamp as a light source. The distance between the source and the reactor is
0.65 m. All the experiments are carried out at room temperature and the temperature is
maintained by an air-cooled system. 50 mL of the known concentration of MB dye is taken
each time for degradation. 2 mL of the dye solution is taken out and centrifuged each time to
monitor the degradation. The UV-Visible absorption spectrum of the solution is recorded in
the range of 450 – 750 nm up to 1.5 hours. The photocatalytic degradation of MB dye in
sunlight was carried out in a borosil reactor with a volume of 250 mL.

3. Result and Discussions
3.1 Structure of the catalyst
XRD analysis
The XRD pattern of nano-titania is shown in Fig.1. The XRD peaks at 25.3°, 37.0°, 37.9°,
38.6°, 48.1°, 54.0°, 55.0°, 62.8°, 68.9°, 70.5°, 75.3° can be attributed to 101, 103, 004, 112, 200,
105, 211, 204, 116, 220, and 215 planes respectively in the crystalline structure of anatase
synthesized nano-titania [anatase XRD JCPDS no: 18-2486]. The diffractogram also
indicates that the nano-titania are well-crystallized anatase titania with a minor sodium
titanate phase.29 The crystallite size can be determined by the Scherrer formula D = kλ / β cos
θ. Here λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation Cu Kα = 0.1540 nm. k is a constant taken
as 0.89, β is the line width at half maximum height (FWHM) of the peak and θ is the
diffracting angle the (101) plane was used to calculate the crystallite size. The average
crystallite size of the nano-titania was found to be 47 nm.
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Fig 1. X-Ray Diffraction spectrum of nano-titania (* sodium titanate phase).

FTIR analysis
The FTIR spectrum of nano-titania is given in Fig.2. A broad band at 3358 cm-1 is observed
corresponding to the O-H stretching vibration of adsorbed H2O molecules and surface
hydroxyl groups. Some weak vibrational bands appear near 2350 cm-1 are due to adsorbed
CO2 molecules. The presence of the band at 1642 cm-1 is due to the bending vibrational mode
of adsorbed water.30 The absorption band at 1455 cm-1 is due to the presence of some OH
groups on the surface of titanate nanocrystals. Another broad band appearing at 450 cm-1
which is attributed to TiO2.31
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Fig.2: FTIR spectrum of nano-titania.

UV-VIS- NIR analysis
The optical absorption spectrum of nano-titania in the range of 190 nm – 1100 nm is shown
in Fig.3. The absorption study revealed that the nano-titania is transparent in the visible
region. The absorption peak is starting from 447 nm is identified by drawing a tangent to Xaxis and the absorption maximum is observed at 259 nm. Hence the bandgap energy of nanotitania is 2.77 eV which is comparable with the bandgap of the anatase titania.32
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Fig 3. The absorption spectrum of nano-titania.

SEM analysis
The SEM micrographs of nano-titania are given in Fig.4. It is observed that the micrographs
exposed cluster appearances with crystalline nature. However spherical structures with
irregular surfaces morphologies are seen in Fig.4a. There is an increased grain size due to the
increase in temperature leading to crystalline as well as grain growth. The strong appearance
might have been due to the aggregation of nano-titania ranging between 100 – 150 nm in size
(Fig.4b).
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Fig.4: SEM image at (a)1 μm and (b) 200 nm of nano-titania.

3.2 Photocatalytic activity of the catalyst
The photocatalytic activity of the catalyst is studied in the presence of a halogen lamp as well
as solar radiation. The optimization and comparison studies are carried out in a photocatalytic
reactor with a halogen lamp as a light source. The emission spectra of the solar radiation and
halogen lamp is given in Fig.5. The halogen lamp consists of almost all the wavelengths
similar to the solar radiation and the emission starts from 300 nm in both spectra. But the
intensity corresponding to the UV region is more in the solar spectrum than in the case of the
halogen lamp. So, we employed a halogen lamp in the optimization studies.

Fig.5: Emission spectra of (a) solar radiation and (b) halogen lamp.

Effect of catalyst loading
The effect of catalyst loading in the degradation of methylene blue dye is evaluated by
varying the amount of the catalyst from 0.00 kg/m3 to 1.00 kg/m3 given in Fig.6a. The initial
concentration of the dye is 1.56 × 10−5 moldm−3 that is kept constant. The degradation of
the dye is monitored by recording the UV-visible spectrum in regular intervals up to 1.5 h.
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Without the catalyst, there is no degradation was observed. The degradation is increased with
an increase in the catalyst loading up to 0.1 kgm-3. After that, the degradation of methylene
blue dye is decreased. The degradation percentage in all the cases is calculated using the
A

formula, % degradation = (1 − A ) × 100, where A is the absorbance at 1.5 h, and Ao is
o

the initial absorbance. The degradation percentage in the case of 0.1 kgm-3 of catalyst loading
is maximum and that is 78.6 %.
The optimization of catalyst loading in MB dye degradation is determined from another
parameter also. The degradation of the dye at lower concentrations follows quasi-first-order
kinetics. So, the apparent rate constant is calculated by plotting ln(A/Ao) versus time. The
apparent rate constant in each case is plotted versus catalyst loading given in Fig.6b. The rate
constant increases up to 0.1 kgm-3 (14.12 × 10−3 min-1) and then it decreases. Therefore, the
catalyst loading of 0.1 kgm-3 is considered as optimum catalyst loading for the degradation of
MB dye.

Fig.6: (a) Degradation profile of methylene blue and (b) plot of apparent rate constant.

Effect of initial concentration
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The effect of the initial concentration of the methylene blue dye is studied by decreasing the
concentration given in Fig.7. There is no big breakthrough in the degradation percentage by
varying the concentration. But in the case of initial concentration of 0.938 × 10−5 mol/L, the
apparent rate constant value is high and that is 16.58 × 10−3 min-1. So, the initial
concentration of 0.938 × 10−5 mol/L is considered to be the optimum condition. Therefore,
the methylene blue dye with an initial concentration of 0.938 × 10−5 mol/L and 0.1 kgm-3 of
catalyst loading are chosen as a standard condition for dye degradation.

Fig.7: (a) degradation profile and (b) plot of apparent rate constant for various initial
concentrations of the dye.

Comparison with the precursor
The photocatalytic activity of the present catalyst is compared with commercial TiO2 which
is used as the precursor in the synthesis of the catalyst. The catalyst comparison is carried out
in the optimized reaction condition in the degradation of MB dye given in Fig.8. The
photocatalytic activity of commercial TiO2 is very less compared to nano-titania in optimized
reaction conditions. The apparent rate constant of the degradation in the presence of nanotitania is 8 times more than commercial TiO2 catalyst. So, the solvothermal synthesized nanohttp://xisdxjxsu.asia
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titania are efficient and highly suitable for the degradation of methylene blue. Moreover,
commercial TiO2 disperse in the dye solution forms the colloidal solution. So, the separation
of the catalyst from the degraded dye solution becomes a very tedious process. But, the
solvothermal synthesized nano-titania are fully heterogeneous in the solution. Therefore we
can separate by centrifugation with ease.

Fig.8: Degradation profile of commercial TiO2 and nano-titania.

Degradation of methylene blue under solar radiation
The degradation of the MB dye under solar radiation is carried out in the optimized reaction
condition (Fig.9). Our delightful, the degradation in presence of solar radiation is much faster
than in the case of the halogen lamp. In 50 minutes, 92.04% of methylene blue dye degraded
is shown in Fig.9. The apparent rate constant value is 47.1 × 10−3 min-1 which is 2.8 times
more than that in presence of a halogen lamp. This is because of the more intensity of
radiation in the UV region in the case of solar radiation.
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Fig.9: (a) degradation profile of MB in presence of solar radiation, photographs of the dye (b)
before and (c) after the degradation.

It is important to study the photocatalytic activity of the catalyst on a large scale, mainly in
the industries. So, we extended our study to the bulk degradation of 1 L methylene blue dye
under sunlight. From the optimization studies, the catalyst required for the degradation of 1 L
MB dye is 100 mg. This study is carried out in a 1 L borosil reactor with a glass window. We
got 90.1% degradation of MB dye in 1.25 h with an apparent rate constant of 33.41 × 10−3
min-1. The relative decrease in the rate of degradation is because of a lesser area of exposure
to sunlight. Therefore, we can degrade the bulk amount of MB dye in presence of nanotitania with ease.

A plausible mechanism for photocatalytic activity of nano-titania
The mechanism of dye degradation is depending on the electron-hole pair formed in the
catalyst.32 Solar radiation irradiation resulting the transition of an electron to the conduction
+
−
band and leaving a hole in the valence band as follow: TiO2 + ℎ𝜈 → ℎ𝑉𝐵
+ 𝑒𝐶𝐵
. Trapping of
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+
+
H2O as well as OH- by the hole form OH. radicals: ℎ𝑉𝐵
+ H2 O → H + + OH . and ℎ𝑉𝐵
+

2OH − → OH − + OH . . Electrons are trapped by the molecular oxygen-producing superoxide
−
.−
−
.
ion and further form OH. radicals: 𝑒𝐶𝐵
+ O2 → O.−
2 =≫ H2 O + O2 → OH + OH +
1
2

O2 . The hydroxyl radicals obtained in these reactions will oxidize the dye molecules in the

solution. Therefore, the degradation of dye molecules in the solution takes place with the
decolorization of the dye solution.

Catalyst comparison
The photocatalytic activity of nano-titania is compared with reported catalysts given in Table
1. Clearly, the present catalyst shows very good photocatalytic activity with less amount
catalyst loading and the catalyst preparation protocol is also easier.
Table 1: Comparison of photodegradation of MB dye by using different photocatalysts.
Catalyst

Method of

Light

Time

Catalyst

% degradation

preparation

irradiated

(min)

loading (g/L)

AgTi5

Sol-gel

UV

200

1.0

97.133

TiO2-curcumin

Sol-gel

UV

90

1.0

91.034

Cu-TiO2/ZnO

Sol-gel

Visible light

120

1.5

73.535

0.5%Pd-TiO2

Sol-gel

UV

120

1.0

99.436

Nano-titania

Solvothermal

Sunlight

50

0.1

92.04 (This work)

4 Conclusions
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In summary, a modified nano-titania-based catalyst was synthesized by the one-step
solvothermal method. From the PXRD, the anatase TiO2 is a major phase and the average
crystallite size of the nano-titania was estimated to be 47 nm. From the FTIR and UV-VisNIR spectral analysis, the structure of the catalyst is confirmed. The SEM micrographs
clearly reveal the formation of nano-titania with its morphology. The photocatalytic activity
of the catalyst is explored in the degradation of methylene blue dye. The bulk degradation of
the MB dye is also studied. The catalyst showed enhanced activity under solar radiation in the
degradation of methylene blue dye.
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